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MPD 1 Katakia Simple Man. Very immature pied, beautifully marked with an attractive
expression...enjoying his day, Whilst sound he just needs to move with more purpose. PD 1 Jafrak
Striped Rock. Very glamorous pale brindle. Stunning head and expression with correctly set, correct
shaped ears and dark expressive eyes. Totally sound on the move where he maintains a very good
outline. Best Puppy.
2 Why Lightning Strikes At Boulevaya. Ultra short and compact with an excellent rear assembly. Well
shaped and well set ears. nice expression. Could have a little more width of muzzle. Close up to the
winner.
3 While You Still Can.
JD 1 Bamabel Buster Keaton. Fawn with super pigmentation. Very cobby with excellent bone. Super
head an expression although nostrils could be slightly more open. Very well made throughout and
moving with drive from a well muscled rear.
2 Ravenside Roberto. Brindle. Whilst still immature he has a very good head with a super expression.
Good width of skull and well shaped ears. Super profile movement.
3 March Manor Hot Gossip.
YD 1 luvum Apache Spirit With Rockwater. Fawn. Attractive youngster with nice ears. Good width of
skull with well cushioned muzzle. Good bone. Very correct front assembly although a little straight in
the rear. Move soundly.
PGD 1 Ranacani Valentino Rossi. Brindle. Solid and cobby with an excellent rear assembly. Attractive
head with good ears would just prefer larger nose leathers. Excellent top line maintained on the move.
2 Cargray Mr Bojangles. Attractively marked pied. Would prefer more work in the head and more
width of muzzle. Very sound with excellent profile movement.
LD 1 Iron Fist Lennox For Bellicose. Really super Brindle displaying all the breed characteristics from
his lovely head and expression, perfect width and depth of muzzle and to complete a classic head he
excels with a great turn up of underjaw. Masculine throughout with a super outline and a gentle rise
over the loin. Well boned and well bodied with a good rear assembly. Strode out with purpose and
perfectly sound BD and BIS.
2 Gizyjo Sting Like A Bee. Another very appealing exhibit with a cracking head and a super outline ...
just lacking confidence today.
3 Baclaudi Bumbleberry Pie By Glitterkiss.
OD 1 Eastonite Maui. This very nice quality fawn is an excellent showman making the very best of
himself. Nice headed with great ears and cracking on the move. Really well-made front and rear
assemblies. Just a little longer in loin then ideal.
VD 1 Risethor Sweeney Todd. Brindle short and compact a superb body shape and a perfect rear
assembly. A smaller male but still masculine with a very nice head an expression. Solid with good bone
and feet.
2 Shoebridge Gaillac. Pale brindle. Solid, masculine. In good condition for a veteran. Carries a very nice
outline. Sound.
MPB 1 Wiljac Hollygolightly For Glitterkiss. What a gorgeous little six-month brindle puppy with a well
rounded short cobby body. Other than being a totally immature baby I loved everything about her ...
the sweetest head and expression and making the best of her self on the move.
2 Ashstaff Masquerade At Calamzoo. Outstanding for type close up and with confidence a bright
prospect. Lovely head. Correct front and rear assemblies. Sound.
3 Calamzoo Tia.

PB 1 Jafrak Cherry Garcia To Ravenside. Gorgeous head and expression. Displays great underjaw and
eye. Lovely outline, excellent rear assembly. Feminine with enough bone and substance to remain
solid throughout. Sound as a bell on the move just a little reticent at times.
JB 1 Tytorro Tiger Feet. Really liked this solid brindle. Very short and compact. Very attractive head,
with super ear placement, expressive eye, good nose leathers with a good turn up of underjaw. Well
made in body with a good top line displaying a slight rise. Excellent on the move.
2 Posh Perfect. Very immature dark brindle with a nice outline. Just lacks in body and needs to develop
in head.
YB 1 Jafrak Putting On The Charm. What a little cracker. This fawn youngster really filled my eye.
Perfect head with excellent proportions. The eyes, nose and under jaw aligned correctly to give a
classic expression. Excellent front and rear assemblies with a slight rise over the loin. Her lovely outline
is maintained on the move. Best bitch and BOB.
2 Cargary Diamonds And Pearls. Close up to the winner. I really liked this brindle bitch. Superb type,
with a super outline.
3 Lady Prancelot.
PGB 1 Mardy Marjorie Avec Kimevan. Very nice quality brindle, scores in outline and her excellent side
movement. Well rounded well constructed rear, good in front with a nice head and expression. Short
and compact just could have slightly more rise over the loin.
2 Bankholt Indie. Close up this high quality fawn has a super head qualities and a nice expression.
Excellent bone and feet. Good topline and underline. Sound on the move.
3 Marchmanor Hot Or Wot.
LB 1 Eastonite Moana. Brindle, ultra smart, very good head properties. solid short backed and Cobby.
Super front assembly, good bone, well rounded muscular rear. Topline could have slightly more rise
over the loin. Super sound and stylish on the move.
2 Corursus The Glamorous Life. Nice headed with great ears. Good rear assembly. A little longer than
ideal.
3 Merimnas Imorose Shoebridge.
OB 1 Ch Jafrak Soft Centre With Xandene. Fawn. Lovely type, presented in beautiful condition. Loved
her head and eye. She scores in rear assembly and has a good front giving ideal balance. Correct
topline and underline. Super sound on the move. Slightly longer in loin and it was on this point that
she was narrowly defeated in the challenge for BB.
2 Xentique B’witched For Taffique. Very close up to the winner. Gorgeous head and expression. Short
compact solid body. Would prefer a little more angulation in rear.
3 Gwynsel Crazy In Love With Queenslake.
VB 1 Shoebridge Vouvray. Wonderful old girl looking great at 12 1/2 years old. Maintaining a lovely
outline and an excellent head and eye.
2 Gizyjo Miss Fredrique. Moving brilliantly, and carrying a lovely outline on the move, really liked her
but would not use her ears today.
SP OPEN PIED 1 Calamzoo Tia. Immature but very promising. Nice outline, attractive head and
expression. Excellent bone, good top line.
SP OPEN FAWN 1 Marchmanor Hot Or Wot. Good quality, shows with great enthusiasm. Lovely earset,
nice expression. Would like more substance to complete the picture. Good quality, shows with great
enthusiasm. Lovely earset, nice expression. Would like more substance to complete the picture. SP
OPEN BRINDLE 1 Cargary She Loves You. Very mature brindle. Really solid but larger than ideal.
Excellent head and expression. Very sound with good bone and feet.
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